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Almost nothing gives rise to more national intrigue than the murder of an American president. And

on November 22, 2013, the nation remembered the 50thÃ‚Â anniversary of one of the most

traumatic events in modern American history, the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. Ã‚Â 

From day one, the truth behind JFKÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s assassination has been mired in controversy and

dispute. The Warren Commission, established just seven days after KennedyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s death,

delved into the who, what, when, and where of the tragedy, and over the course of the following

year compiled an 889-page report that arrived at the now widely contested conclusion: Lee Harvey

Oswald was the sole assassin. Ã‚Â  InÃ‚Â Who Really Killed Kennedy?, No. 1Ã‚Â New York

TimesÃ‚Â best-selling author Jerome R. Corsi, Ph.D., provides readers with the ultimate JFK

assassination theory book.
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Dr. Jerome R. Corsi received a Ph.D. from Harvard University in Political Science in 1972. He is a

Senior Staff Reporter for WND where he works as an investigative journalist. In 2004, Corsi

co-authored the #1 New York Times bestseller, Unfit for Command with John O'Neill. Since then, he

has devoted his time to writing on politics and economics, two fields in which he has considerable

expertise and experience. In his career, he has has written 6 New York Times bestselling non-fiction

books.



At one time I had not considered this book to be of the excellent material that it proved to be. There

was one scene where the party being held at the mansion of Clint Murchison Sr. , the evening

before the assassination, Thursday evening , November 21st , 1963 . This is where Lyndon

Johnson had told his mistress Madelyn Brown , "Those f$$king Kennedys will never embarrass me

again "Dr. Jerome Corsi had written that the party had never happened. I had felt that it did indeed

happen and that the collaborating evidence of the party was overwhelming. If anyone in the world

could cover up such an event it would be the FBI . . J Edgar Hoover would have no trouble covering

all bases if he was indeed supposed to be in Washington D.C. that evening. Such a cover up is a

piece of cake for the FBI. But what convinced me of the authenticity of Dr. Jerome Corsi's writings

was when he closed out the final pages with the conclusion of the two Cuban snipers being named

as the ones who pulled the trigger. That is highly accurate. Lee Harvey Oswald killed no one that

day. His one shot hit the pavement beside the limo seine . Mac Wallace, standing beside Lee

Oswald fired off the first shot that hit its target . These shots were followed in quick succession by

shots from the Cuban snipers from the Batista regime. A guy who looked a lot like Jack Ruby killed

officer J.D. Tippet (There were two men at Tippet's shooting , a puzzling factor for the Warren

commission report to have overlooked ) since they were such thorough investigators. who did not

miss a trick ?????The story, the detail and the accuracy of Dr. Corsi's book is unmatched. I would

like to thank Dr. Jerome Corsi as being the most powerful influence that saved us from having to

salute John Kerry and call him "Mr. President" That would have been hard to take( a Viet Nam

veteran would have choked on these words Dr. Corsi's book "Unfit for Command " is what saved a

nation from such a dreadful condition. ..

To those books and theories that have preceded the release of "Who Really Killed Kennedy" all

have to be revisited. The facts and supporting evidence Dr. Corsi uncovers leaves one in awe.He

removes himself from the equation and expertly weaves facts in to depict a credible account which

leaves little room for "what if?"I could not put this down!

Using the commissions own memos, interviews, and investigative standards Corsi proves it wasn't a

search for the truth to what happened, it was to prove Oswald was the lone gunman. Read the book

to find out why the mob, LBJ, Nixon, the CIA all had issues with JFK and his administration's

policies. I enjoyed this book better than "killing Kennedy" because this book concentrated

exclusively on the crime, and the investigative threads around it. Corsi also dismisses some of the

other "conspiracies" such as those in Best Evidence,



most comprehensive account I have read to date and I think he has it 90%...It was CIA coordinating

for LBJ and petroleum interests throughout and for 50 years later..until Jerry's book. I have read

many others. His is the best.

did not like it

Jerome Corsi's research opens the thoughts of the reader. Outstanding insight to the fraudulent

Warren Commission and the cover-up of truth behind the assassination of JFK. The deceitful

approach of the politicians who ran our government to cover conspiracy with the technology back

then leads one to believe that today they can cover up most anything. This truly was a great read if

you enjoy this mystery.

This author is very knowledgeable. He has thoroughly investigated his facts, and does not blindly

follow" The Warren Commission Report" as most others authors have done.This tragedy was

another government cover up, from the beginning. LBJ, was involved, or had knowledge of this plot.

Lee Harvey was not a lone gun man, and Ruby killed him, to keep the truth from coming out!

Dr. Corsi writes well, and apparently had a good editor (editors tighten up presentations and reduce

rambling). This was my first (of 3, so far) Kennedy conspiracy books, and a good introduction. Even

50 years after the fact, it strikes me that it takes a courageous man to write some of the things Corsi

writes into this book. Others who have divulged less (but were closer to the action) have died

suspiciously - or were even outright murdered just before they were to testify. he makes a

compelling case for a series of events starkly at variance with the official version. If he is correct,

and if the same stripe of people are running America today, then our leadership is shot through with

guileful and lethal people who leave us citizenry alone because we do not effectively challenge their

power - not a Republic at all...
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